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WASTE BE GONE!
PetSafe® Brand launches two new litter trays
From glorious furry cuddles to playtime and adorable social media posts, there are countless reasons to
love the company of an indoor cat, but there’s no denying there can be one big downside: smelly litter
boxes!
Now help is at hand from global pet product expert, PetSafe® Brand which has launched two additions to
its popular Waste Management category – the first new items in its feline range since the popular
ScoopFree™ Original Self-Cleaning Litter Box was launched in 2012. Like all products in the PetSafe®
Waste Management range, both new items - the PetSafe® Deluxe Crystal Litter Box System and PetSafe®
Simply Clean® Automatic Litter Box are mess and odour free to help keep both pets and their owners
happy.
More on the two new Litter Boxes:

PetSafe® Deluxe Crystal Litter Box System, RRP
£57.99 – this all-in-one litter box system is
designed to work specifically with crystal litter,
which is five times more effective than traditional
clumping litter as it absorbs urine and dehydrates
solid waste to control odours. The tray is lined with
an absorbent pee pad to catch urine the crystal
litter does not immediately absorb, while vents
along the underside of the litter box encourage airflow to dry the crystal litter and extend its life
and freshness. The system includes a scoop for you to dispose of solid waste and the anti-tracking
grid on the front of the litter box keeps litter inside the box and off the floor.

PetSafe® Premium Crystal Litter (RRP £21.99) and PetSafe® Litter Box Pee Pads (4-Pack), (RRP
£4.99) can be bought separately.

PetSafe® Simply Clean® Automatic Litter Box, RRP £158.99 –
this nifty, self-cleaning litter box has a bowl that stays fresh
and clean without the need for scooping. The
quiet, slow-moving conveyor system sifts the
litter and removes waste every 30 minutes,
making one full bowl rotation every hour and
a half. Its handy covered bin lets you keep waste out of sight
while also helping to contain smelly odours. To give you extra peace of mind the box also has a
replaceable carbon filter which acts as a second layer of odour defence.
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About PetSafe® Brand
PetSafe® Brand is a global pet product expert with wide-ranging innovative products including training,
containment, lifestyle and wellbeing product solutions. Visit www.petsafe.com/UK for further details or
connect on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

